1. Name is the same. The French Canadian advocate of the 1850s who became joint
Prime Minister with MacDonald in 1858 and later served in the government of a unified
Canada; and the French navigator who first explored the Gulf of St. Lawrence and
discovered the St. Lawrence River. FTP, what common last name is well known by all
Canadian students of history?
\Sir Georges Etienne and Jacques CARTIER\

2. Aristotle would approve of the triple unity of this play which takes place in one day in
one place. The setting is the gulag. The title character struggles to survive the daily horros
of life in a Soviet prison camp. FTP, what is this novel written by a Russian Emigre who
settled in New Hampshire, but returned to Russia following the fall of the Soviet Union?
\A DAY IN THE LIFE OF IVAN DENISOVICH\
3. This process can be used for purifying solids if the impurities in the solids have a much
lower vapor pressure than that of the desired compound. No solvent is necessary and it is
a much faster method than clystallization. Afterwards, the vapor can be resolidified by
reducing its temperature. The vapor pressure of the solid is increased as the temperature
goes up, and because of this, some solids can go from solid to vapor state without passing
through the liquid state. FTP, what is this phenomenon through which more volatile
impmities can be removed from a desired substance?
ISUMBLIMATIONI

4. Formerly known as Issas and Afars, these two ethnic groups, the former a Somali
people, the latter an Ethiopian, make up the population of this small Aflican nation. It is
located on the Bab el Mandeb Strait across from the Arabian Peninsula and is about the size
of New Hampshire. It was once unde French rule and was one of the last colonies to
become independent in 1977. FTP, what is this tiny African land whose capital city bears
tl1e same name as the nation?
\DJIBOUTI\
5. Originally the lead role on _Murder She Wrote_ was written for her, but after her
husband's fatal illness she had to decline the role in lieu of Angela Landsbery. The role of
a female detective novelist may have appealed to this type-cast actress who for years was
famous for her portrayal of a dim-witted, loving, housewife opposite Carol O'Connor's
grouchy, narrow minded, bigot Archie Bunker. FTP, what award winning actress who
played Edith Bunker nearly played Jessica Fletcher?
\Jean STAPLETON\
6. This burlesque novel, published in 5 parts, mixes very serious and profound ideas with
broas satire and scunilious puns. Written by a French monk, archeologist, physician, and
scholar, its title characters are two giants, father and son, known for their enormous
appetites. The work is a chronicle account of their adventures in war and peace, at the
table, and of legend, education, philosophy, and politics. FTP, what is this Rabelais
work, wlitten over 30 years' time?
\GARGANTUA AND PANTAGRUEL\
7. Before Grover Cleveland, this man seemed the most likely to serve two nonconsecutive terms as president. He had first taken office upon the death of his predecessor,
and been denied a chance to run again by the party. However, in 1856 he was otTered the
nomination of the American or Know-Nothing Party, and for a time appeared likely to
cany enough Southem and Midatlantic states to at least throw the election into the House, if
not win it outright. In the end his support waned, and he garnered only 25% of the vote,
carrying only Maryland. FTP, what 13th President was this?
\Millard FILLMORE\

8. Lt. Warf once engaged in a type of this experience on a holodeck simulation. In
medieval times, a knight was stripped to the waist and forced to run between two rows of
armed combatants, each of whom would take a whack at him with a club or knotted rope.
The custom was originally a Swedish punishment and the path between the anned men was
called a gatloppe. he Gennans adopted this practice and later passed it on to Americans and
Indians alike. FTP, what is this ritual which can either be a punishment or a test of one's
courage?
\to RUN THE GAUNTLE1\
9. In commemoration of its most infamous inhabitant, the dining hall at the University of
Colorado has been named after this man, the only man to be convicted of cannibalism.
Back at his late 19th century trial, the judge berated this man for consuming several of the
county's few Democrats. Perhaps this explains why Colorado is still a Republican
stronghold, a century later. FTP, after whom is the dining hall named, a man who during
the rough winter of 18XX ate several companions of the XXX ?
\Alfred PACKARD\
10. It would begin when the world tree, Yggrdasil was felled. According to Snorri
Sturluson, it was at this battle where the forces of chaos and order would clash. The Aesir
would perish with the exception of a few, while the Jotuns, fire demons, and other nasty
critters would all die as well. FTP, what was this final showdown of Norse myth where
Odin will be swallowed by Fenris Wolf?
\RAGNORAK\
11. This society was dedicated in abolishing the monarchies which ruled the land and
establishing a democratic republic. They took their name from a word meaning coal
shoveler. Although it was involved in several unsuccessful revolts in the 1800s, one of its
members ultimately achieved success in driving out the Hapsburgs and Burbons in favor of
the House of Savoy. The Young Italy movement was an offshoot of this group. FTP,
what was this Italian secret society active in the nationalist movement?
\CARBONARI\
12. It is a line segment between two points on a curve and parallel to the y axis (in
Cartesian coordinates). It is used with reference to curves that are symetrical with respect
to the axis of abscissas (x axis) such as the parabola y squared = 2px. FTP, what is the
exact tenn for this line segment which can also be observed by the elipse X squared over A
squared + Y squared over B squared = 1 ?
!DOUBLE ORDINATE/
13. This expatriot writer settled in Paris like so many others, but he was not an American.
Born in 1906 in Dublin, he mostly wrote plays including _Krapp's Last Tape_ and
_Endgame_. In his plays he seeks to combine a vaudvillian and poignant tragedy, while
his themes focus on the absurdity of the human condition. FTP, what 1969 Nobel Lit
winner also wrote _Waiting for GodoC?
\Samual BECKET1\
14. In Summer 1996, a discovery was made towards identifying the "Missing Link" when
archeologists in Turkey discovered the skull of a 10 million year old proto-apelike human.
In fact, this find is probably not a direct ancestor of modern "thinking man" but some sort
of ape-like cousin. FTP, what is the nbame of this find, a name created by combining tlle
name of the nearby capital where it was discovered with the family name for ape?
\ANKARAPITHOCUS\
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15. It started out as a "Third Party." Its first presidential candidate lost and its second only
got 40% of the popular vote, though this was enough to gain the White House. Since then
it has elected 16 more presidents. FTP, what political party, which Bob Dole hopes to lead
to victory is this?
\REPUBLICANS\
16. This Raphael painting is likely to be restaged in late 1996, at least for the camera, since
it depicts a young baby sitting on the lap of an angelic mother. Although it was originally
painted to be religiously inspiring, the modem retake will probably have more significance
for fans of this pop music star, rather than devout Catholics. FTP, what painting is this
which "The Material Girl" is likely lift, as she has with so many other ideas?
\MADONNA AND CHILD\
17. In international fencing, the French and Italians have taken more than their fare share
of medals in epee and foil, however, this country has often dominated saber. Supposedly,
sabre has a heavy tradition owing to the memory of paprika eating cavalry forces raised
here by many Hapsburg emperors back when this nation part of the Austrian Empire.
FTP, what Eastern European nation is this which was merged with Austria after 1848 in a
dual monarchy?
\HUNGARY\
18. It was disorganized in 1947 to quell the spirit of militarism associated with it. When
used as an adjective, it can refer to a shade of blue, but more often it carries a haughty,
overbearing militaristic meaning. At one time, dominated by the Junkers, a reactionary
conservative class oflandowning nobility, it was the seminal power in a united Gennany.
FTP what was this home to the Hohenzollems?
\PRUSSIA\
19. F.K. Fahlmann helped Friedrich Kreutzwald collect the runot of this country, thus
founding the literature of this Baltic nation. Like the Kalevala, the "Son of Kalev" or
"Kalewipoeg" is a collection of poems woven togethor artificially by modem scholarship.
FTP, of what nation, in many ways, the most similar to Finland, is this epic poem, a poem
enhanced by Jakob Hunt and Oskar Kallas?
\ESTONIA\

20. The term is probably the European equivalent of Ronin (Roh nin) -- samuraii who
fight for hire. Sir Walter Scott used the term in _Ivanhoe_ to describe knights with no
fixed allegiance who lent their right arm and weapon to a cause in exchange for money.
Today the term is extended to joumalists, designers, photographers, musicians, etc. FTP
what is this telm for an individual who works on a fee-paid basis?
\FREE LANCE\

GAME II
1. He advocated moderate peace terms with the French and favored a balance of power
with a return to the old style regimes prior to the Napoleonic upheavals. He organized the
"Concert of Europe" and represented Britain at the Congree of Vienna. FTP, who was this
British foreign minister?
\Lord CASTELREIGH\
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2. It consists of a portrait of George Washington engraved on silver attached to a whitebordered ribbon. It was created in 1782 and reinstated by the army in 1932. FTP, what is
this US army medal awarded to soldiers who have been wounded in the line of duty?
\PURPLE HEART\
3. Note 10 seconds will be given to solve this calculation Toss-up: As the USS Enterprise
passes Earth at 80% of the speed of light, a mutiny breaks out on board and esasperated
crew members jettison the 5 foot tall Wesley Crusher out of a photon torpedo tube. FTP,
what is Wesley's perceived height as viewed from Earth?
\ THREE FEET\
4. Since this play is a thinly disguised version of the author's own family, it was not
intended to be staged until after the author's death. The family is built on deceit and the
members fight bitterly with one another, but are nevertheless bound togethor by an
irrational emotional bond, despite the strife. FTP, what Eugene O'Neil play is this, in
which ...
\LONG DAY'S JOURNEY INTO NIGHT\
5. This African nation runs mostly north-south and is only 200 miles wide at its widest
stretch. It is located off of a Bight which shares the same name. A colonial possesion of
France, it gained independence under the name Dahomey, but has since then changed
names. It borders Togo to the West and Nigeria to the East. FTP, what is this country
whose capital is Porto-Novo?
\BENIN\
6. If you were in Ancient Rome and wished to socialize, this was one of the best places to
go. After you tried out the caldarium (kal dar ee urn), maybe you would switch to the
tepidarium or even the frigidarium. After this, you could get a friend to rub olive oil and
scrape it off you with a strigilis (strig ill iss). FTP, in what public cleaning institution
would these activities be appropriate, some of which were built by Caracalla, Diocletian,
and others?
\BATHS\
7. Devised in ancient Alexandria, this tool is not used for cooking, but it does seperate the
prime goods from the rest. It automatically drains out even numbers, except two, and then
most odd numbers divisible by other odd numbers. FTP, what tool is this which weeds
out prime numbers from the composite, named for the mathematician who first conceived
it?
\SIEVE OF ERATOSTHENES\
8. This early American political philosophy distrusted pure democracy owing to distrust in
the wisdom and intelligence of the common man. It advocated a strong central government
and was pro-business. Its leader helped establish the first national bank, though the
election of 1800 was seen by many as a severe setback for this spirit. FTP, what school of
early American thought was this, named for its leader, the first Secretary of the Treasury?
\HAMILTONIANISM\
9. Vatious combinations of specially selected metals and alloys provide broad temperature
ranges of them.

10.

while the king was in Ireland avenging the detah of his heir, Bcilingrook returned from
exile and can'ied the nation. FTP, what last Plantagenet was this whose 1399 abdication
was followed by a secret execution in 1400?
\RICHARD II\
11. This term has entirely opposite meanings on either side of the Atlantic. In Brtain a
play that goes like this term is a roaring success. Ther term is also applied to love affairs,
parites, or vacations. However in the US, a movie or play that is one of these was utterly
awful and lost money to boot. FTP, what explosive telm is this?
\BOMB\
12. Early in her career, she sang several translations or adaptations of Italian pop hits in
English. In fact, she was something of a disco hit with songs like "Gloria" and "Ti Amo."
Her later attempts to become a more serious artist in the mid 80' s were largely unsuccessful
and her two albums from the 90' s did not sell well. FTP, what singer is this who is
perhaps best known for her hit, "Creatures of the Night?"
\Laura BRANIGAN\
13. The walTior-bard Taillafer is said to have sung the _Song of Roland_ before this battle
to inspire the troops. His reward was the granting of his request to lead the first charge
against the Anglo-Saxon housecarls, on which he killed two before falling to the third. At
what landmark battle, fought on Senlac Hill, FTP, was Taillafer using a 292 year old
incident from Charlemagne's time to inspire the 1066 assault on England?
\HASTINGS\
17. At this engagement, Fighting Joe Hooker was outmanoevered by Stonewall Jackson
and driven away from Richmond. Fought in early May 1863, the result was that the
Confederates won the battle at a cost of 13,000 to the Union's 17,000 casualties, but
Stonewall Jackson was mortally wounded by his own men. FTP, after what Pyrrhic
victory did Robert E. Lee say, "Jackson has lost his left rum, I have lost my right." ?
\CHANCELLORSVILLE\
20. The hero of this work finally succumbs in old age in combat to a dragon. However,
the first part of the work is better known in which the Geat prince from South Sweden
arrives in a foreign land and offers his services to King Hrothgar against the monster who
has been ravaging the land for 12 years. Hrothgar embraces the hero who proves
victoriuos against Grendel, and after that Grendel's mother. FTP, what epic hero is this,
often mistaken as a Dane, but actually a man who came to Denmark?
\BEOWULF\

